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SAFER
DRIVERS.
SOLID
INSIGHTS.

Keep your drivers safe and protected while maximizing the efficiency of
your fleet. Mack makes it easier and faster to add Lytx solutions to Mack
LR, TerraPro , and Granite models with a factory-installed, pre-wire option
that reduces your installation costs and streamlines your purchase.
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MackTrucks.com/MackConnect

MACK CONNECT + LYTX
®
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PROTECT YOUR DRIVERS
WITH INDUSTRY-LEADING
TELEMATICS.
Lytx video telematics solutions help you maximize uptime
and protect your business reputation while boosting driver
safety, awareness, and education. These solutions
combine predictive analytics, fleet telematics, and video
coaching to help users correct risky behavior before a
collision occurs. And now your trucks can come with a
factory-installed wiring system on the Mack LR, TerraPro ,
and Granite - with factory warranty included. Simply plug
in the Lytx event recorder (sold separately) and your
system will be ready to go.
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The Lytx solutions include:
Full-service program implementation
Program management and support
Program, coach, and driver onboarding and training
Prioritized coaching tasks
Comprehensive safety and performance reports
Industry benchmarking

Lytx Video Telematics Solutions

Part of Mack Connect

Continual recording comes standard with to your driver
safety program for comprehensive video protection.
Featuring configurable streaming video, Lytx gives you
instant access to online footage that helps you quickly
verify routes, identify risky behaviors, and resolve customer
disputes in minutes.

The Lytx solutions are part of Mack’s Connected Business fleet
management systems. Our open platform sends vehicle data
directly to your own fleet management software for analysis,
enabling you to seamlessly use Lytx and other leading
technologies that help you gain insights and drive profitability.
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